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 LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development 
NPD CREDIT 8: TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT
Stage 1: LEED-ND Conditional Approval
Points Attempted:
All fields and uploads are required unless otherwise noted.
ALL PROJECTS
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Select all that apply:
Option 1. TDM program
Option 2. Transit passes
Option 3. Developer-sponsored transit
Option 4. Vehicle sharing
Option 5. Unbundling of parking
TDM PROGRAM
Upload NPDc8-1. The project team has uploaded a commitment to create a TDM program prepared for the project by a qualified professional that demonstrates a 20% weekday peak hour motor vehicle trip reduction (exclusive of other attempted options' reductions) and will be funded for a minimum of 3 years following project build-out, signed and dated on owner or developer letterhead.
NPD Credit 8: Transportation Demand Management, Option 1 Points Documented:
TRANSIT PASSES
Upload NPDc8-2. The project team has uploaded a commitment to create a legally binding guarantee that transit passes will be provided to meet the requirements, signed and dated on developer or owner letterhead.  Describe the type of transit available, include the regular price and expected percent reduction in cost for subsidized passes, the estimated number of new residents and employees that will need to be provided with subsidized passes, the mechanism for publicizing and distributing subsidized transit passes, and the duration that passes will be available.
NPD Credit 8: Transportation Demand Management, Option 2 Points Documented:
DEVELOPER-SPONSORED TRANSIT
Upload NPDc8-3. The project team has uploaded a commitment to create a legally binding guarantee that service will be provided for at least three years beyond project build-out, if the project is built, signed and dated on owner or developer letterhead.
Confirm that the legally binding guarantee to provide developer-sponsored transit responds to the following requirements:
Year-round, developer-sponsored private transit service (with vans, shuttles, buses, etc.) from at least one central point in the project to other major transit facilities and/or other destinations, such as a retail or employment center, with service no less frequent than 45 daily weekday trips and 30 daily weekend trips.
The service must begin when the project total square footage is 20% occupied or sooner and must be guaranteed for at least three years beyond project build-out.
One shelter and one bicycle rack at each transit stop.  Bicycle racks must have a two point support system to allow for locking of frame and wheels and must be securely affixed to the ground or a building.
Shelters must be covered and at least partially enclosed (adequate to buffer wind and rain) with seating and illumination.
Upload NPDc8-4. The project team has uploaded a map of the vicinity indicating the routes of the developer-sponsored transit that will be provided as part of the project. The map includes the location of major destinations that will be served by transit service, the stops that will be included in the project and documentation that transit service will provide at least the minimum number of daily trips. 
NPD Credit 8: Transportation Demand Management, Option 3 Points Documented:
VEHICLE SHARING
Upload NPDc8-5. The project team has uploaded a map which includes: a site or vicinity base, project boundary, dwelling units and non-residential building entrances, shared vehicle locations, and walking routes from entrances to vehicle locations.
Upload NPDc8-6. The project team has uploaded a table which includes: walk distances from dwelling and non-residential building entrances to shared vehicle locations and percent within 1/4-mile calculation.
Upload NPDc8-7. The project team has uploaded a commitment to partner with a vehicle-sharing program to start service no later than 20% occupancy and provide vehicles to the locations for at least two years, if new shared vehicle locations are created, signed and dated on owner or developer letterhead. The commitment should describe how the availability and benefits of the vehicle-sharing program will be publicized to project occupants.
Total trip generators (dwellings + employees) (from PIf1, Trip Generator Information section):
Select one of the following: (Refer to transit tables uploaded for PI Form 3)
Project has minimum transit service specified in rating system requirements.
Project does not have minimum transit service specified in rating system requirements.
Minimum number of shared vehicles and parking spaces required:
Proposed number of shared vehicles and parking spaces:
Percent of dwelling units and non-residential entrances within 1/4-mile walk distance of shared vehicles:
%
NPD Credit 8: Transportation Demand Management, Option 4 Points Documented:
UNBUNDLING OF PARKING
Upload NPDc8-8.  The project team has uploaded a commitment to create a legally binding guarantee that parking associated with at least 90% of multi-unit residential units and/or non-residential square feet will be sold or rented separately from those uses, signed and dated on owner or developer letterhead.
NPD Credit 8: Transportation Demand Management, Option 5 Points Documented:
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Special circumstances preclude documentation of credit compliance with the submittal requirements outlined in this form.
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits.
Upload NPDc8-SC. The project team has provided additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
SUMMARY
NPD Credit 8: Transportation Demand Management Stage 1 Points Documented:
CREDIT COMPLIANCE
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